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Regardless mix just enough water(20 units) in the spoon to where the coke/soda mix is like sludge and I stir the mix thoroughly.
From there I heat .... r/cracksmokers: This sub is a harm reduction sub for crack cocaine users. ... pretty sure im just making
bicarb/coke paste and burning it in the pipe... i am just .... Get a spoon and mix 2 -3 parts of cocaine hydrochloride (regular
cocaine) to 1 part baking soda in 20 ml of water. (Some say 3-1, others say 2-1: best to start .... This is the old school method for
making a small amount of crack with no ... grind the cocaine up to a fine powder then make it a 4 to 1 mix, the baking ... Leave
the spoon with the crack rock in it to dry on a window sill in the sun .... making crack in a spoon , cook coke into crack delicious
egg mixture chocolate, these ... mar 30, 2008 · crack cocaine is usually purchased in rock form already, .... Stock video footage
A metal spoon with a small amount of heroin in it is being heated over the flame of a lighter until it turns to liquid. The heroin
turns brown and .... The spoon is held over the heat source in order to "cook" the cocaine into crack. A close up of the "cooking"
process that .... Making crack in a spoon Cocaine & Crack Home Wiki Studies Forum Groups Blog Video Images News
cocaine, cocaine video, coke, cooking crack , crack , ... I .... Crack is made by adding baking soda and water to cocaine and
cooking the whole thing, usually in a spoon. ermingut/Getty Images. Advertisement.. mix the cocaine into water will a pinch of
baking soda in a spoon, put the lighter under the spoon until it comes to a boil, .. Add about a third of a .... Crack maker, Baby
Doh, shows how he turns regular cocaine into crack.. Almost everyone I know messed up their first few times cooking on the
spoon ... The crack will still be pure, you'll just get less of it as the impurities don't ... grab a SMALL pinch of baking soda and
just put it in top of the cocaine.. Jump to Cook Crack In A Spoon - Cook Crack In A Spoon. With the prevalence of crack,
making one's own seems a little pointless. Why bother with .... How to cook crack cocaine 0 Follow “In a large metal spoon,
combine 1 gram of cocaine and 1/2 gram of baking soda. Carefully fill the spoon with water to the .... In smaller amounts like in
a Spoon. I will ask again I hope it does not be blown up this time? My question is If you cook up Coke into base and the ....
crack: mix 2 parts ok coke HCL for 1 part baking soda in 20 ml of water. Heat solution ... adding a drop of water to the spoon to
cool everything down now and. Cook crack with ammonia in a spoon.So will the crack solidify to the top And there will be
liquid under it or sumthing How much baking poweder .... 1 How To Cook Coke Into Crack On A Spoon ->->->->
DOWNLOAD 1 / 5 ... Making crack in a spoon Cocaine & Crack Home Wiki Studies Forum Groups Blog .... Put the coke on a
spoon with about 1/4 the amount (or less) of coke worth of baking ... After putting crack cocaine into a spoon with white
vinegar, it breaks down .... The spoon is held over the heat source in order to "cook" the cocaine into crack. A close up of the
"cooking" process that creates crack. Sodium bicarbonate ( ... f7a7c97915 
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